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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed minimap showing a VR user study. A) The participant in the experiment; B) Point of view of the
participant within the VR environment; C) Minimap showing the points of interest for this study: the participants orientation, the point of
view, the hand orientation, the seven virtual objects, and an audible cue.

Abstract
Understanding and evaluating user behavior in virtual reality environments is challenging for researchers. Stereoscopic per-
ception is highly dependent on the point of view, so it is necessary to account for multiple spatial positions. Robust tools and
methods to analyze these spatio-temporal data are lacking. We propose a design solution for spatio-temporal data visualization
for room-scale VR studies. Our result is a top-down minimap that plots 3D point of interest coordinates of room-scale virtual
reality environments to a 2D visualization. The video stream from the head mount display is next to the minimap showing the
top-down view of the scene, reflecting the visual stimuli that were perceivable by the user. Both views are linked such that
replaying the user session is synchronized in time. The minimap enables researchers to review and replay the recorded user
session for in-depth study, allowing them to gain insightful information about users’ behavior in virtual environments.

CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Visualization techniques;

1. Introduction

With the notable maturation of virtual reality (VR) technologies
over the past few years, the employment of VR technologies in re-
search studies has increased tremendously across various research
communities [PH18, KKC∗20]. The availability of affordable VR
devices has increased along with their popularity. Accurate meth-
ods of assessing user studies are vital to utilizing the potential of
this technology. In user studies, observation of users in their con-
text can be insightful and help researchers to understand the cause
and effect relationships of user behavior [HG21]. A commonly

used technique to study user behavior in 2D applications relies
on recording and analyzing user interaction with the application
[CI04]. Observations of 2D interfaces are relatively easy to evalu-
ate; however, understanding what the user is observing in VR stud-
ies is complicated. This difficulty is due to the users stereoscopic
perception being highly dependent on their point of view (POV). To
fully understand the user’s perception and behavior, the multiple in-
dividual spatial positions need consideration within their respective
temporal contexts. The spatial relation between stimuli and POV is
vital to judging spatial influences on the perception of things such
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as depth or overlapping effects. One solution to tackle this chal-
lenge is to provide the observer with the possibility of replay and
reviewing the user’s sessions [LFH17]. Observing users’ POV al-
lows insight into their performance, identifying usability problems,
and detecting anomalies in the collected user data [HG21]. How-
ever, simply replaying the POV recordings of a user does not pro-
vide sufficient insights in many cases for two reasons: First, POV
recordings do not show so-called off-screen objects - objects out-
side the viewpoint that can be beside or behind the user. Addition-
ally, POV recordings do not show invisible stimuli, such as sound
origin locations. Such stimuli are essential to understanding user
behavior concerning these spatial positions in a VR environment
due to their room-scale nature. In this paper, we propose a design
solution for spatio-temporal data visualization of room-scale VR
studies. The proposed solution to the design challenge presented
here is a minimap used to supplement POV recordings when assess-
ing or validating individual participants. This minimap provides re-
searchers with review and replay functions of the room-scale VR
experiment session from a top-down view with highlighted points
of interest (POI). Doing so enables researchers to understand the re-
lationships between the various spatial positions of the experiment
faster and place them in context to the user behavior.

2. Related Work

One of the earliest and still most common methods of evaluating
user behavior in VR is to replay POV recordings from the VR ses-
sions [GPB∗00]. This approach can be applied to usability and sys-
tem evaluation, allowing experts to analyze the POV of users within
the virtual environment. However, being limited to the view field of
the participant in this approach has led to criticism. For example,
recordings cannot guarantee knowledge of the location of the input
devices when the user is not looking at them [HG21]. Research has
started to utilize visualization for evaluation purposes to address
this issue of scope limitation in POV recordings via utilization of
the spatio-temporal data collected during VR sessions to improve
upon the recordings. Outside of the VR domain, there have been
proposals for various visualizations of spatio-temporal data, includ-
ing trajectories of moving objects, Choropleth maps, and animated
maps (minimaps) [ACM19]. A relevant challenge is understanding
which visualization techniques better support VR researchers in an-
alyzing user behavior. Cartography, such as minimaps, has played a
significant role within the 2D human-computer interaction research
domain; it is often used for navigation purposes and has been exten-
sively researched in computer games [KR18, ZGHMG21, HZ22],
and sports reports [ACM19, WK13]. Utilizing this type of visual-
ization helps simplify spatio-temporal data and place users within
the context of multiple POIs. However, the use of visualizations is
under-explored in VR evaluations. One example of utilizing visu-
alizations for VR evaluations is the VR evaluation kit EVE which
includes a birds-eye map of the participant’s walk path in a city
[GWJ∗16]. The toolkit enables researchers to inspect the partici-
pant’s spatial behavior in detail with the initial focus on naviga-
tion studies. The tool only focuses on spacial position but ignores
head orientation and field of view in the birds-eye map. Further, the
birds-eye map does not show invisible stimuli such as sound loca-
tions but only displays a map including the participant’s walking
path. Another example of visualization for VR evaluations is the

work by Chittaro et al. [CI04] which utilizes heat-map visualiza-
tions to illustrate how often an area was in the field of view of the
user. However, these solutions are often not generalizable or pro-
vide only rudimentary functionalities. We, therefore, conclude that
there is a gap in research regarding the utilization of visualization
for spatio-temporal data. We believe that this type of data can be
utilized to improve POV recordings by providing the lacking in-
formation from outside the participant’s view but has a significant
impact on user behavior.

3. The Minimap

Based on the theoretical design space evaluation and previous ex-
perience with VR research studies, a custom minimap was devel-
oped that plots 3D coordinates of room-scale VR environments to
a 2D visualization. The minimap collects 3D coordinates of posi-
tions and rotations of the head-mounted display, controllers, (vir-
tual) objects, and additional study-related POI such as audio loca-
tions within unity applications and the related time stamps. Further-
more, it records the video stream from the head-mounted display.
The logged parameters and timestamps are saved in JSON format
and loaded in a JavaScript application utilizing D3 and three.js to
convert the 3D coordinates to a 2D canvas. Controlled by temporal
links, all relevant marker positions are updated and synchronized
with the correspondent mp4 video widget. A replay of individual
participant sessions becomes possible by combining this data with
the interaction logs, allowing researchers to understand the partic-
ipant’s POV concerning the entire scene at any point in time. Next
to the minimap showing the top-down view of the scene, the video
stream from the head-mounted display reflects the visual stimuli
that were perceived by the user. Both views are linked such that
replaying the user session is synchronized in time. These features
are shown in Figure 1. The example chosen in the figure is of a user
trying to detect an audible cue originating from one of seven virtual
objects. The audible cue in the example originates from object 5;
therefore, it is out of the user’s field of view. Using the proposed
minimap helps researchers understand the relation between the se-
lected object by the user, audible cues, and field of view.

4. Conclusion and Future Work

We present a first step on how minimaps can enhance user stud-
ies in VR. Our minimap enables researchers to review and replay
the recorded VR experiment data for in-depth evaluation studies.
This minimap will help researchers get insightful information about
users’ dynamic behavior in VR environments. Furthermore, the
ability to analyze and understand user behaviors in context will
improve design choices. The relationship between the subjective
and objective POV in space is especially important for enhancing
the understanding of the users’s perception of stimuli in a stereo-
scopic study setting. Future research needs to conduct qualitative
and quantitative evaluations of this minimap across various re-
search contexts to ensure high usability and generalisability of the
tool. Multiple design challenges are still unexplored such as how
the spatial height of objects could be presented optimally. One pos-
sible approach could involve multiple views of individual perspec-
tives.
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